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ABESTRACT

This study was conducted primarily to measure radioactivity content of common military clothing 

for 25 samples within military warehouse. Low level y-spectrometry equipped with Nal-detector 

system was employed for the measurements and radionuclides analyses. The measurements 

resulted in detection of naturally occurring radionuclides 40K and 226Ra. The activity concentration 

of 40K and 226Ra falls within the range of 2.7 - 57.4 Bqkg'1 and 89.3 - 1329.8 Bqkg’ ’with an average 

value of 16.53 ± 6.57 Bqkg'1 and 1071.98 ± 512.62 Bqkg'1 respectively. By performing simple 

calculations of exposure due to wearing these clothes in different situations it is found that the data 

indicates values were within the acceptable levels for those products.



ه ص ال خ ال

ت ري ج سة هذه أ س و للتحقق الدرا ى قيا حتو ي النشاط م ع شعا إل د ا عد 2 ل س من عينه 5 سكرية المالب خل الع  المهمات مستودع دا
ي س تم المركز ل قيا حلي ة الفريدات وت ع ش م سطه ال وا ا ب شف د كا ولي وم ي صودي خدام ال ست ى با و  وهو قاما - y مطيافيه من منخفعنى ست

ر ما ر ط هذآ يب ا ث ن ل ي ا ع شعا إل ما ا ي به يشتبه ك س ف سكرية المالب ت الع سفر ث أ سا ي وجود عن الئيا صر  و الراديوم عن
.٠- البوتاسيوم جد وقد ^ ر ان و ص عن ز كي ر راديوم ي ت سيوم ال ح والبوتا ل 57.4-2.7.بين ما يترار  - 89.3و /كلجم ش

م329.0 ج ك ل/ ري ك ب ي ا ط التوالي ط و ت م ل 6.57±16.53 و جم / ش 5±1071.98 و كل 12 ل 62. ري ك ه اجراء وبمد .ظجم/ ب ي  ط
ك ارتداء عن الناتج للتعردض بسيطه حسابيه ت تل سا ر ملب ف شتي في ال ظرو ن ي انها وجن ال ت ضم ستويا  لمعظم بالئسبه مقبوله م

.النتائج هذه



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION

The military equipment for individual is the most important things that distinguish the soldier and help him 

to perform his duties. It consists of The: basic tools used by soldier like boots, raincoats, canteens, helmet 

cover,berets ,net ^distinctive unit insignia .belts ,sport wear and distinctive dress (worn by ultimate nature 

of the region). Measurement of radioactivity in military equipment is very important to determine the 

amount of radioactivity resulting of any radioactive release. Monitoring of any release of radioactivity to 

military equipment is important for protection. Given the importance of this equipment and its association 

with the soldier must make sure of safety of radioactive materials. Especially since most of these 

equipment is imported from countries that use nuclear technology, such as China - Pakistan - Iran or been 

exposed to nuclear accidents, such as the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. In April 1986 at the Chernobyl 

nuclear power plant an accident take place, in which large amounts of radioactive materials were released 

into the environment. (UNSCEAR, 1988) That increases the exposure of ionizing radiation (external or 

internal) which raises awareness and the need to know how to asses that exposure since most of the 

military equipment was imported from Ukraine. A program for radioactivity monitoring in military 

equipment in Sudan has been laid down by the chemical army ministry of defense first time works have 

been done in 2009.This program is part of a nationwide program to survey radioactivity in military 

equipment with the aim of building up abroad database on radioactivity for producing a radiation map of 

the country. In this work measurement of radioactivity in military equipment have been carried out in 25 

items in central military equipment warehouse.
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1. To measurement o f radioactivity concentration in military clothing.

2. To providing baseline data on radioactivity concentration in military clothing.

3. To develop program for military clothing monitoring.

Study Objectives



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW

Natural radio nuclides are always present in the earth’ s crust, whereas a large number of radio 

nuclides are produced artificially during processes like fission, fusion and nuclear activation (E. 

Merril. 1997). Release of low levels o f artificial radionuclide s can occur to the environment during 

normal operations of nuclear installations such as nuclear reactors, particle accelerators, production 

and application of radioisotopes in the fields of nuclear medicine, research, industry and agriculture 

(UNSCEAR.1982). The exposure of human beings to ionizing radiation from natural sources is a 

continuing and inescapable feature o f life on the earth. For most individuals, this exposure exceeds 

that from all man-made sources combined. There are two main contributors to natural radiation 

exposures: high-energy cosmic ray particle incident on the earth’ s atmosphere and radioactive 

nuclides that originated in the earth’ s crust and are present everywhere in the environment, 

including the human body itself. The world population is also exposed to radiation resulting from 

releases to the environment of radioactive material from man-made sources, and from the use of 

fuels or materials containing naturally occurring radio nuclides. In addition, there are a wide Varity 

of situations in which people at work are exposed to ionizing radiation. These situations range from 

handling small amounts of radioactive material, for example in tracers studies, to operating 

radiation-generating or gauging equipment, to working in installations of the nuclear fuel cycle. 

There are also situations where the exposure o f workers to natural sources o f radiation is 

sufficiently high to warrant the management and control of radiation as an occupational hazard. 

(UNSCEAR, 2008)

2.1Radioactivity in Nature

Radioactivity is a natural part of our environment. Present-day Earth contains all the stable 

chemical elements from the lowest mass (H) to the highest (Pb and Bi). Every element with higher 

Z than Bi is radioactive.

2.1.1 Types of environmental radioactivity



Radioactivity on the earth can be categorized according to three different types, namely those of 

primordial, cosmogenic and anthropogenic nature (Merl997).

Our world is radioactive and has been since it was created. Over 60 radionuclides (radioactive 

elements) can be found in nature, and they can be placed in three general categories:

1. Primordial - from before the creation o f the Earth

2. Cosmogenic - formed as a result of cosmic ray interactions

3. Human produced - enhanced or formed due to human actions (minor amounts compared to 

natural)

Radionuclides are found naturally in air, water and soil. They are even found in us, being that we 

are products of our environment. Every day, we ingest and inhale radionuclides in our air and food 

and the water. Natural radioactivity is common in the rocks and soil that make up our planet, in 

water and oceans, and in our building materials and homes, nowhere on Earth is free from natural 

radioactivity Taylor (May 1991 .Naturally occurring raw building materials and processed products 

have radionuclides o f the three most commonly known radioactive series such as: Uranium-radium 

series, thorium series and K-40 isotopes. High concentrations o f natural radionuclides in building 

materials can result in high-dose rates indoors. Gamma-irradiation from naturally occurring 

radioactive material (NORM) contributes to the whole body dose and in some cases P-irradiation 

contributes to the skin dose. As p particles have higher specific ionization than y-particles, they 

lose their energy while they are still in the skin and cannot penetrate further into the body. Apart 

from (3 and y radiations, there are other harmful effects of NORM. One is the toxicity of uranium 

and radium and the other is the hazardous effects of Radon (222Rn) on lungs Petropoulos2002. 

Especially the concentration o f fly-ash (one of the constituents o f cement together with sand and 

gravel) has the most critical role in the radon release process. The radiation which people are 

exposed to may increase if  they live in houses or buildings constructed by using materials whose 

radiation doses are above normal background level in the area. This may be due to fly-ash used in 

making cement. During the combustion process, the produced ashes are enriched in the above 

radionuclides Karangelos(2004). This is due to the fact that during combustion, organic material is 

oxidized and the inorganic material (containing radionuclides) left behind has a smaller volume, so 

the activity per unit mass is increased. Therefore, determination of the activity o f radionuclides 

belonging to uranium (represented by radium, 226Ra) and thorium series and of 40K radioisotope
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is important to: evaluate the possible radiological risk and biological damage also to make 

standardizations about building materials.

2.2. Radium (226Ra;

Radium was discovered by Marie Sklodowska Curie, a Polish chemist, and Pierre Curie,a French 

chemist, in 1898. Marie Curie obtained radium from pitchblende, a material that contains uranium, 

after noticing that unrefined pitchblende was more radioactive than the uranium that was separated 

from it. She reasoned that pitchblende must contain at least one other radioactive element. Curie 

needed to refine several tons o f pitchblende in order to obtain tiny amounts o f radium and polonium 

, another radioactive element discovered by Curie. Radium (chemical symbol Ra) is a naturally- 

occurring radioactive metal. Its most common isotopes are radium-226, radium 224, and 

radium-228. Radium is a radionuclide formed by the decay o f uranium and thorium in the 

environment. It occurs at low levels in virtually all rock, soil, water, plants, and animals.

2.2.1. Sources o f radium

Radium forms when isotopes of uranium or thorium decay in the environment. Most radium 

(radium-226) originates from the decay of the plentiful uranium-238.In the natural environment, 

radium occurs at very low levels in v

irtually all rock, soil, water, plants, and animals. When uranium (or thorium) occurs in high levels 

in rock, radium is often also found in high levels. (Eisenbud, Merril & Gesell, Thomas, 1997).

2.2.2. Radium Properties

Radium is a naturally radioactive, silvery-white metal when freshly cut. It blackens on exposure to 

air. Purified radium and some radium compounds glow in the dark (luminance). The radiation 

emitted by radium can also cause certain materials, called "phosphors" to emit light. Mixtures of 

radium salts and appropriate phosphors were widely used for clock dials and gauges before the 

risks of radium exposure were understood. Metallic radium is highly chemically reactive. It forms 

compounds that are very similar to barium compounds, making separation of the two elements 

difficult. The various isotopes of radium originate from the radioactive decay of uranium or 

thorium. Radium-226 is found in the uranium-238 decay series, and radium-228 and -224 are found 

in the thorium-232 decay series.Radium-226, the most common isotope, is an alpha emitter, with



accompanying gamma radiation, and has a half-life o f about 1600 years. Radium-228, is principally 

a beta emitter and has a half-life of 5.76 years. Radium-224, an alpha emitter, has a half life o f 3.66 

days. Radium decays to form isotopes of the radioactive gas radon, which is not chemically 

reactive. Stable lead is the final product o f this lengthy radioactive decay series. (A.S. Paschoa 

2001).

2.2.3. Radium uses

In the early 1900's, when it was newly discovered, no one understood the dangers o f radium. 

People were fascinated with its mysterious properties, especially the luminescence produced when 

it is mixed with a phosphor. Industries sprang up to manufacture hundreds o f consumer products 

containing radium. Advertisements proclaimed its special powers and unique effects in such 

products such as hair tonic, toothpaste, ointments, and elixirs. Glow in the dark watch and clock 

faces were immensely popular. Most o f its original uses have been halted for health and safety 

reasons, but its wide use in luminescent paints continued through World War II, because the soft 

glow of radium's luminescence made aircraft dials, gauges and other instruments visible to their 

operators at night. Radium was also an early radiation source for cancer treatment. Small seeds 

were implanted in tumors to kill cancerous cells. Safer, more effective radiation sources, such as 

cobalt-60 have mostly replaced it. Radium is a radiation source in some industrial radiography 

devices, a technology similar to x-ray imaging used in industry to inspect for flaws in metal parts. 

When radium is mixed with beryllium it becomes a good source o f neutrons, useful in well logging 

devices and research. Radium also has been added to the tips o f lightning rods, improving their 

effectiveness by ionizing the air around it ( Emsley, John ( 1 1  August 2003).

2.2.4. Radium in the environment

Radium occurs naturally in the environment. As a decay product of uranium and thorium, it is 

common in virtually all rock, soil, and water. Usually concentrations are very low. However, 

geologic processes can form concentrations o f naturally radioactive elements, especially uranium 

and radium. Radium and its salts are soluble in water. As a result, groundwater in areas where 

concentrations of radium are high in surrounding bedrock typically has relatively high radium 

content. All isotopes of radium are radioactive. As they decay, they emit radiation and form new 

radioactive elements, until they reach stable the lead. Isotopes o f radium decay to form different



isotopes of radon. For example, radium-226 decays to radon-222, and radium-228 goes through 

several decays to radium-224 before forming radon-220 ( Eisenbud, M.; and Gesefl, T. F. 1997).

2.2.5 Health Effects of Radium

Radium emits several different kinds of radiation, in particular, alpha particles and gamma rays. 

Alpha particles are generally only harmful if  emitted inside the body. However, both internal and 

external exposure to gamma radiation is harmful. Gamma rays can penetrate the body, so gamma 

emitters like radium can result in exposures even when the source is a distance away. Long-term 

exposure to radium increases the risk o f developing several diseases. Inhaled or ingested radium 

increases the risk of developing such diseases as lymphoma, bone cancer, and diseases that affect 

the formation of blood, such as leukemia and aplastic anemia. These effects usually take years to 

develop. External exposure to radium's gamma radiation increases the risk o f cancer to varying 

degrees in all tissues and organs. However, the greatest health risk from radium is from exposure to 

its radioactive decay product radon. It is common in many soils and can collect in homes and other 

buildings. (ATSDR). 1990).
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Figure 2.1 Uranium decay series

Potassium-40

Potassium-40 is a naturally occurring radioactive isotope of potassium is a soft, silver-white 

metal. An important constituent of soil, it is widely distributed in nature and present in all plant 

and animal tissues. Radioactive postassium-40 comprises a very small fraction (about 0.012%) of 

naturally occurring potassium. Several radioactive isotopes of potassium exist. In addition to 40K 

these isotopes all have half-lives of less than one day so they are not of concern for Department of 

Energy (DOE) environmental management sites su ch  as Hanford (Supian Bin Sam at et al 

(1997).
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Radioactive properties o f potassium-40

Isot

ope

Half

lives

(y r )___

Natural

Abundance

Specific

Activity

(Ci/g)

Decay

Mode

Radiation Energy (MeV)
Alpha

(a)

Beta Gamma

(y)

40 K 1.3

billion

0.012 0.0000071 B, EC - 0.52 0.16

Potassium Isotopes

There are 24 known isotopes of potassium. Three isotopes occur naturally: 39K  (93.3%), 40K 

(0.0117%) and 4IK  (6.7%). Naturally occurring 40K  decays to stable 40Ar (11.2%  of decays) by 

electron capture or positron emission, or decays to stable 40Ca (88.8% of decays) by beta decay; 40K 

has a half-life of 1.250xl09 years. The decay of 40K  to 40Ar enables a commonly used method for 

dating rocks. The conventional K-Ar dating method depends on the assumption that the rocks 

contained no argon at the time of formation and that all the subsequent radiogenic argon (i.e., 40Ar) 

was quantitatively retained. Minerals are dated by measurement of the concentration o f potassium 

and the amount o f radiogenic 40Ar that has accumulated. The minerals that are best suited for dating 

include biotite, muscovite, plutonic/high grade metamorphic hornblende, and volcanic feldspar; 

whole rock samples from volcanic flows and shallow instrusives can also be dated if they are 

unaltered.

Outside of dating, potassium isotopes have been used extensively as tracers in studies o f 

weathering. They have also been used for nutrient cycling studies because potassium is a 

macronutrient required for life. 40K occurs in natural potassium (and thus in some commercial salt 

substitutes) in sufficient quantity that large bags o f those substitutes can be used as a radioactive 

source for classroom demonstrations. In healthy animals and people, 40K represents the largest
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source of radioactivity, greater even than 14C. In a human body of 70 kg mass, about 4,400 nuclei 

of 40K decay per second. The activity o f natural potassium is 31 Bq/g.

Sources of potassium-40:

Potassium-40 is present as a very small fraction o f naturally occurring potassium, which is an 

element found in large amounts throughout nature. Potassium is the seventh most abundant 

element in the crust of the earth and the sixth most abundant element in solution in the oceans. It 

is present in mineral waters and brines, and in various minerals such as camallite, feldspar, 

saltpeter, greensand, and sylvite. Potassium is an important constituent o f fertile soil and is an 

essential nutrient for plant growth and in the human diet.( Dale, L.; 2006)

Potassium-40 in the environment:

Potassium is present in the earth’ s crust, oceans, and all organic material. Its concentration in 

the earth’s crust is about 15,000 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg) or 1.5%, and its concentration 

in seawater is about 416 mg per liter (mg/L). Because potassium-40 represents0.012% of 

naturally occurring, its concentration in the earth’s crust is about 1.8 mg/kg, or 13 picocurie 

per gram (pCi/g). Potassium binds preferentially to soil, with the concentration associated with 

sandy soil particles estimated to be 15 times higher than in the interstitial water (in pore spaces 

between soil particles); it binds more tightly to loam and clay soil, so those concentration ratios 

are higher (above 50). Together with nitrogen and phosphorous, potassium is a major soil 

fertilizer, so levels of potassium-40 in soils are strongly influenced by fertilizer use; it is 

estimated that about 3,000 Ci o f potassium-40 are added annually to U.S. soils. Potassium-40 

behaves in the environment the same as other potassium isotopes, being assimilated into the 

tissues of all plants and animals through normal biological processes. It is the predominant 

radioactive component in human tissues and in most food. For example, milk contains about 2,000 

pCi/L of natural potassium-40.( Dale, L.; 2006)

Potassium-40 uses

Potassium metal, which is so soft it can be cut with a knife, is used in photoelectric cells. 

Potassium is one o f the most reactive metals in nature, and it forms a number o f compounds that 

have many commercial uses. For example, the white solid potassium bromide is used in 

photography, engraving, and lithography. The red crystal potassium chromate and yellow crystal 

potassium bichromate are powerful oxidizing agents used in matches and fireworks, and they are
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also used to dye textiles and tan leather. The white crystal potassium iodide is very soluble in 

water and is used in photography to prepare gelatin emulsions. It is also used in medicine to treat 

rheumatism and overactive thyroid glands. Potassium nitrate is a white solid used in matches, 

explosives, and fireworks, and it is also used 'to pickle meat. The purple crystal potassium 

permanganate is used as a disinfectant and germicide and as an oxidizing agent in various 

chemical reactions. The white solid potassium carbonate is used to make glass and soft soap. 

The white solids potassium sulfate and potassium chloride are used to fertilize soil, because 

potassium (along with nitrogen and phosphorous) is an essential element for plant growth. 

Potassium is also an essential element for humans, as a key electrolyte for maintaining basic 

cardiovascular functions; many people take potassium supplements as capsules or tablets. There 

are no specific commercial or medical uses associated with the radioactive properties o f potassium- 

40.( IAEA-2003)

Behaviors of potassium -40 in the body

Potassium-40 can be taken into the body by drinking water, eating food, or breathing air. Once 

taken in, potassium-40 behaves in the body in the same manner as other potassium isotopes. 

Humans require potassium to sustain biological processes, with most (including potassium-40) 

being almost completely absorbed upon ingestion, moving quickly from the

gastrointestinal tract to the bloodstream. The potassium-40 that enters the bloodstream after 

ingestion or inhalation is quickly distributed to all organs and tissues. Potassium-40 is eliminated 

from the body with a biological half-life of 30 days. The potassium content of the body is under 

strict homeostatic control (in which the amount retained is actively regulated by the body to 

achieve the normal range required for system functions), and it is not influenced by variations in 

environmental levels. Hence, the potassium-40 content in the body is constant, with an adult male 

having about 0.1 micro curie or 100,000 pCi. Each year this isotope delivers doses o f about 18 

millirem (mrem) to soft tissues of the body and 14 mrem to bone. (Terrill Jr, JG; Ingraham Sc, 2nd; 

Moeller, DW (1954).

Health effect o f potassium-40

Potassium-40 can present both an external and an internal health hazard. The strong gamma 

radiation associated with the electron-capture decay process (which occurs 11%  of the time) 

makes external exposure to this isotope a concern. While in the body, potassium-40 Poses a 

health hazard from both the beta particles and gamma rays. Potassium-40 behaves the same as
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ordinary potassium, both in the environment and within the human body -  it is an essential 

element for both. Hence, what is taken in is readily absorbed into the bloodstream and 

distributed throughout the body, with homeostatic controls regulating how much is retained or 

cleared. The health hazard o f potassium-40 is associated with cell damage caused by the ionizing 

radiation that results from radioactive decay, with the general potential for subsequent cancer 

induction.
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CHAPTER THREE

MATERIAL AND METHOD

3.1 Gamma-ray spectroscopy

The quantitative study of the energy spectra o f gamma-ray sources, both nuclear 

laboratories (geochemical and astrophysical). Gamma rays are the highest-energy form of 

electromagnetic radiation; being physically exactly like all other forms (e.g., X  rays, 

visible light, infrared, radio) except for higher photon energy and frequency, and shorter 

wavelength. (Because of their high energy, gamma-ray photons are generally counted 

individually, whereas the lowest energy forms of EM radiation (e.g., radio to sub- 

miiiimeter) are observed as electromagnetic waves consisting of many low-energy 

photons.) While a Geiger counter or Gamma Probe determine only the count rate (i.e. the 

number o f gamma rays interacting in the detector in one second), a gamma-ray 

spectrometer also determines the energies of the gamma-rays photons emitted by the 

source. Radioactive nuclei (radio nuclides) commonly emit gamma rays in the energy 

range from a few keV to - 10  MeV, corresponding to the typical energy levels in nuclei 

with reasonably long lifetimes. Such sources typically produce gamma-ray "line spectra" 

(i.e.. many pnocons ecmcceu acmscreic cuei& cz/, m'laca* mu^n

of 1 TeV) may occur in the continuum spectra observed in astrophysics and elementary 

particle physics. The boundary between gamma rays and X  rays is somewhat blurred, as 

X rays typically refer to the high energy EM emission of atoms, which may extend to 

over 100 keV, whereas the lowest energy emissions of nuclei are typically termed gamma 

rays, even though their energies may be below 20 keV.Most radioactive sources produce 

gamma rays of various energies and intensities. When these emissions are collected and 

analyzed with a gamma-ray spectroscopy system, a gamma-ray energy spectrum can be 

produced. A detailed analysis of this spectrum is typically used to determine the identity 

and quantity of gamma emitters present in the source. The gamma spectrum is 

characteristic o f the gamma-emitting nuclides contained in the source, just as in optical 

spectroscopy, the optical spectrum is characteristic of the atoms and molecules contained 

in the sample.The equipment used in gamma spectroscopy includes an energy-sensitive
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radiation detector, a pulse sorter (i.e., multichannel analyzer), and associated amplifiers 

and data readout devices. The most common detectors include sodium iodide (Nal) 

scintillation counters and high-purity germanium detectors.

3.2 System components

A gamma spectroscopy system consists of a detector, electronics to collect and process 

the signals produced by the detector, and a computer with processing software to 

generate, display, and store the spectrum. Other components, such as rate meters and 

peak position stabilizers, may also be included.

Gamma spectroscopy detectors are passive materials that wait for a gamma interaction to 

occur in the detector volume. The most important interaction mechanisms are the 

photoelectric effect, the Compton effect, and pair production. The photoelectric effect is 

preferred, as it absorbs all of the energy of the incident gamma ray. Full energy 

absorption is also possible when a series of these interaction mechanisms take place 

within the detector volume. When a gamma ray undergoes a Compton interaction or pair 

production, and a portion of the energy escapes from the detector volume without being 

absorbed, the background rate in the spectrum is increased by one count. This count will 

appear in a channel below the channel that corresponds to the full energy of the gamma 

ray. Larger detector volumes reduce this effect.

The voltage pulse produced by the detector (or by the photomultiplier in a scintillation 

detector) is shaped by a multichannel analyzer (MCA). The multichannel analyzer takes 

the very small voltage signal produced by the detector, reshapes it into a Gaussian or 

trapezoidal shape, and converts that signal into a digital signal. In some systems, the 

analog-to-digital conversion is performed before the peak is reshaped. The analog-to- 

digital converter (ADC) also sorts the pulses by their height. ADCs have specific 

numbers of "bins" into which the pulses can be sorted; these bins represent the channels 

in the spectrum. The number o f channels can be changed in most modem gamma 

spectroscopy systems by modifying software or hardware settings. The number of 

channels is typically a power o f two; common values include 512, 1024, 2048, 4096,
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8192. or 16384 channels. The choice o f number of channels depends on the resolution of 

the system and the energy range being studied (Knoll 2000).

The multichannel analyzer output is sent to a computer, which stores, displays, and 

analyzes the data. A  variety of software packages are available from several 

manufacturers, and generally include spectrum analysis tools such as energy calibration, 

peak area and net area calculation, and resolution calculation.

3.3 Calibration

Calibration is important for quantitative and qualitative analyses. Calibration is 

performed by using the peaks of a known source, such as cesium-137 or cobalt-60. 

Because the channel number is proportional to energy, the channel scale can then be 

converted to an energy scale. I f  the size o f the detector crystal is known, one can also 

perform an intensity calibration, so that not only the energies but also the intensities of an 

unknown source or the amount of a certain isotope in the source can be determined 

(Gilmore 1995).

3.4 Detector efficiency

Not all gamma rays emitted by the source and pass through the detector will produce a 

count in the system. The probability that an emitted gamma ray will interact with the 

detector and produce a count is the efficiency of the detector. High-efficiency detectors 

produce spectra in less time than low-efficiency detectors. In general, larger detectors 

have higher efficiency than smaller detectors, although the shielding properties of the 

detector material are also important factors. Detector efficiency is measured by 

comparing a spectrum from a source of known activity to the count rates in each peak to 

the count rates expected from the known intensities o f  each gamma ray.

Efficiency, like resolution, can be expressed in absolute or relative terms. The same units 

are used (i.e., percentages); therefore, the spectroscopist must take care to determine 

which kind of efficiency is being given for the detector. Absolute efficiency values 

represent the probability that a gamma ray of a specified energy passing through the
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detector will interact and be detected. The energy of the gamma rays being detected is an 

important factor in the efficiency of the detector. An efficiency curve can be obtained by 

plotting the efficiency at various energies. This curve can then be used to determine the 

efficiency o f the detector at energies different from those used to obtain the curve. High- 

purity germanium (HPGe) detectors typically have higher sensitivity (Knoll 2000).

3.5 Sample Collection

All military clothing sample have been collected from the central warehouse for armed 

force which are mostly used in Sudanese armed force. They represent most o f the tools 

used by the individual combatant in Sudan.

Figure 3 .1: Type o f samples 

3.6. Sample preparation and counting

The materials are either plastic (ammunition holder) or as clothing or metal (canteen) or 

leather (boots) or copper tools(signs) were cut into small pieces (Samples weight were 

taken).
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3.7 The Analysis

The small pieces are put directly on the top o f the detector and counted for at least three 

hours (10800 seconds) depending on counting statistics. The spectrum is stored in the 

computer, and the software used is “winTMCA32” .

The following equation used to obtain the efficiency curve of the detector.

N(cps) 

r? =  Iy.A[Bq]

*7 =the efficiency o f the detector at specific energy .

N =the net area o f the peak (count per second).

I y = gamma intensity.

A = activity of the standard.

The efficiency curve can be obtained at different energies (662, 117 3 , and 1333) for Cs- 

137 and Co-60. This curve can be used to determine the efficiency o f the detector at 

energies different from those. The result is done by computer and presented in tables and 

graphs. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 (Gilmore-1995)[17]

X 

! v.

Figure 3.2a: Energy calibration of gamma system
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Efficiency Calliberation

Figure 3.2b: Efficiency calibration o f the Nal detector

ANALYTICAL METHOD

The measurements of the samples were performed, at least three hours., using a low level y- 

spectrometry based on an Nal detector (90% relative efficiency) situated in a well shielded 

housing. The radium concentration and potassium are assayed by 1-6 h counting followed by 

analysis of y-peaks from 2I4Bi (609 keV) and 40K (1460 keV) using the (winTMCA32 ) 

software for evaluating the gamma spectra. (IAEA (1989).
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The study investigated most common military clothing used in the armed force of 

Sudan. A total of 25 military equipment samples were analyzed. The analyses were 

carried out includes all possible radionuclide expected in the military equipment. The 

measurement of the samples collected from military warehouse has resulted in detection 

of 40K and 226Ra. Table (1) presents the data of radioactivity measurement of 40K and 

226Ra in military clothing. The activity concentration o f 40K falls within the range o f 5.88 -

28.2 Bqkg'1 and with an average value o f 16.53 ± 6.57 Bqkg'1. This indicates that the 

activity concentration was well below the permissible limits adopted by USEPA. The 

figure (1) present the activity concentration o f 40K. The activity concentration of 226Ra 

falls within the range o f 5.88 - 28.2 Bqkg'1 and with an average value o f 16.53 ± 6.57 

Bqkg'1. This indicates that the activity concentration was well below the permissible 

limits figure (1) present the activity concentration of 226Ra presence of radionuclide 40K 

and 226Ra. The presence of radionuclides 40K  and 226Ra could be attributed in common 

military clothing samples such as this radionuclide is natural occurring radioactive 

material.

Kolmogorov- smimov test has been used for normality test. It is found that the data o f 40K 

and 226Ra are distributed normally, significant at value greater than 0.05. Descriptive 

statistic o f 40K and 226Ra are presented in table (4.2) and table (4.3). Statistically, 

correlation test showed that significant relation between 40K  and 226Ra (at p-value of

0.05).
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Table 4.1: Concentration of n4Bi and 40K in all investigated samples

Code Sam ple 214Bi concentration 
Bq/kg

40 K concentration 1
Bq/kg

1 Infantry socks 44.6 1329.8

2 Navy socks 44.6 1108.2

3 Infantry pajamas 10.2 147.8

4 Infantry belt 20.1 379.9

5 Infantry beret 57.4 1329.8

6 Ammunition holder 6.4 157

7 Military net 6.7 138

8 Boot 7.7 187.9

9 Aluminum canteen 19.1 492.5

10 Canteen case 22.96 472.8

11 Distinctive unit insignia 57.4 1256

12 Steel helmet cover 2.7 89.3

13 Fiber helmet cover 5.3 130.4

14 Winter coat 9 .8 102.3

15 Military sport wear 4.5 110.8

16 Camion flag pajama 4.1 100.7

17 Small belt 22.3 628

18 Navy beret 51 1108.2

19 Air craft beret 51 1329.8

20 Military police beret 44.6 1108.2

21 Air force beret 51 1108.2

22 Umbrellas beret 44 1108.2

23 Umbrellas belt 8.1 201.5

24 Rain coat 44.6 1182

25 Officers sport wear 6.9 170.5
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Table 4.2descriptive statistic of 40K activity concentration

Quantity Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum

25 629.3765 ' 494.3127 89.3 1329.8

Table 4.3 descriptive statistic of 226Ra activity concentration

Quantity’ Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum

25 30.19091 20.82904 4.1 51
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of 226R a  in the samples expressed in Bq/Kg.

9 10  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20  21 22 23  24 25 

Sample

Figure 4.2: Distribution of K-40 in the samples expressed in Bq/Kg.
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CONCLUTION AND RECOMMENDATION

Radioactivity concentration in 25 samples o f military clothes represent the most clothes 

used in armed force was determined by gamma spectrometry.

In all samples a cumulative concentration levels o f radionuclide detected not exceed the 

internationally acceptable permissible limit for gamma emitters in military clothes. 

Therefore, the military cloth’ s sample analyzed in this work is considered to be safe for 

human uses. Although the risk associated with external exposure due to low dose in skin 

still exist. We recommend for the authority to give more attention and helps to the 

scientific researches. That could be achieved by offering the facilities, for instance, 

portable gamma ray spectrometry and establishment and control units in the entrance of 

the country, and in the warehouse of the armed force, which can help to do the perfect 

work which can serve to develop the armed force.
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